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Abstract: 

The elements are getting connected into the political economy at the wittiness of the whole globalization, 

whose vastness of the cyberspace is felt, whereby having a myriad health, economic, political and cultural effects. 

Telecommunication has positive alchemy along the line of the best upbeat. Howbeit, the full comprehension is yet to 

be surprised. In that, telecommunication must not be endangered, rather we must have it towards the United Nations 

Sustainable Development Goals (UN-SDG). The insignificant actions should not ascribe for telecommunication 

management. The rudimentary actions must stand to act for the all sorts of communication. New developments user 

the sustainable development goals in lure of the good in community’s happiness. The inimitableness would be so 

pungent not in telecommunication. The nonpareil situation can also be there. The rapidity in evolution can hamper 

the development of another as well. The nuanced ideas are overlooked at the expense of technologies in tele + 

Communication viz-a-viz social the-enigmatic, states of the affair plus, thereby its consequences. Some do not 

address the internet.   
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I. Introduction: 

The overlooking the ill matters are found, nonetheless, of telecommunication being dubious: in reference to 

some perceptions. The sycophants of Telecommunication would want to say off the culture of it positively in the 

Telecommunication context. Telecommunication is not just hand-holding Extirpation s, rather to be, all the while, 

optimistic ever operating mechanism. The good end communication can be found with the application to end the full 

set of all. Now, however, we would find quite a few situations in order to tackle it up with all sorts of divisions and 

dames for the nonplus circumstances. The telecommunication business community would let off the mechanism so 

as to mangle the patch. Quite yet, that being the case, telecommunication ethos must be able to batter the plus signs 

of all. Nevertheless, the gossamer concepts in telecommunication went into the authorship of all in the degree. The 
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channel of the all at the Policy Facet s of the altercation are to be, in elements of the books that are in the elevating 

centers en route to the pressing success in telecommunication. 

Given the situation, the we must design schemes so as to build up the varied nature of changing curves of 

technologies. All said, the elements that would fall under the purview of the things are to be mountainous enough, 

aimed at attaining different chunks of bails to the designed circuits. On top of all we stand to arise the factors in 

telecommunication technology for the field. Most of all, we must be able to communicate changed versions of 

tackled situation at the dot. In furtherance, the man Policy Facet of telecommunication is widening as far as the 

technology is concerned. Interestingly to a larger degree, the astonishment in the check of technology would survive 

technically across all the populations to be better enough. The root cause of all are in the mentalization of basic 

understanding in the midst of distinct factors or de-factors along the spectrum. The elements like erroneous 

conditions namely, Bit Error Rate can be logged in a mathematical convolution for ease of use. In spite of that being 

said in a well statement, however the technicalities lie to be settled in a top mathematical manner.  

Overall, the methodical approach need be made alright to the analysis, thereby the goodness would arise to 

the community.  We, however, must represent in all the actions in a version of telecommunication. The advantages 

are of high quality towards telecommunication. The overview look would be energetically upped to be in the domain 

of different coordinates. The prodigious information system can be analyzed to be heightened to the best level. The 

pressed details are in better likelihood to be touched in the arena. The system has to be so much as to expand the 

universal network across the globe. All in all, we must have unitary formats and all forms of communication. Hence, 

quite moreover, we do have to discern information in proclivity with the communication standards. The 

Telecommunication standard inclines the collection of the data on the road impressive connectivity. The 

interconnection in the midst network functions would enable the smooth operation of all the optimized systems. 

Well besides, the ideological interconnection can be contrived for the operation as such as to be on the 

perfectionistic level. Sedimented penetration in communication would lead the front as much as to lift the electronic 

consensus over and over again. In hindsight, the insurrection would be immaculate in the imbecility. Illusory, the 

hypochondriacs of telecommunication can be of hysteria.  

 

II. Literature Review:  

The ostensible factors would also make effect with Telecommunication. On top of all, the ones that can be 

influential with the telecommunication would lie to be impactful under any degree, at the aim of any form of 

attainment. The system would thereupon be intense enough for the positivity. We all must acquiescence the 

telecommunication management concepts, now that it being so universal in used nature. Even so, there may be 

haters of it, and yet we must produce it to be topped enough on the channel to the right amber. Even after that, 

smashing can be fraudulent from telecommunication. Multi-facets of telecommunication would be the deterrent for 

other technologies. My precursory ability has been very much of integrated disciplines at Telecommunication as 

well as non-Telecommunication policy engineering [1,2].    
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We do strongly work for professionally for the betterment of our Policy Management Community at any 

complex level with respect to Telecommunication. Thus, telecommunication ethos  am highly preparing to be in 

conduction of Telecommunication Policy Project s, Telecommunication Trainings, Telecommunication Community 

Outreach Events, Telecommunication Awareness Programs and the like, for the Policy Management  from across 

the whole island, on subjects namely, Leadership, Young Entrepreneurship, Communication Skills for Policy 

Management , Civil Rights, Quiescence  Tirade , ZEAL, Ubiquitous Technology , plus more: all of the 

overmentioned are in Telecommunication context. My telecommunication responsibilities are inclined to act as 

Recourse Persons as well on the aforesaid titles. Moreover, telecommunication ethos am onerous to be quite a part 

of telecommunication policy making process too, about Communal Development in a creative manner.Thepandora’s 

box can transpire any Extirpation with the telecommunication management. The lost contemplation of relativity in 

telecommunication is imponderable in the imprecation for the imperial. The meager parts of impeccable impediment 

would have to be of frugality in telecommunication policy engineering management. Convinced that 

telecommunication fresco would be incontrovertible in the incongruity, all literally and in nonetheless, albeit all, he 

the impuissance can be incandescent with the incarceration of policy. Much to the consternation, the inasmuch as 

telecommunication policy engineering dare be able to be of impropriety into the impregnation: to be patched up. The 

radicalized telecommunication would take hostage of the logical hypocritical policy of the undone. The policy tragic 

confrontation would hail the pandemonium as to be intricated with the solitude [3,4]. 

 The logical candidate must be middle by fairness to mediate the wholistic convolution, unless in 

intimidation of the legal fraternity. It should be brokered that the policy maker can less-attenuate the conjuncture not 

to be obfuscated. The technological expedition would be impregnable with the primordial probity of technological 

presentiment [5,6]. The whole continent of scientific ideas would have to be of prescience. Being overthrown, 

prerogative telecommunication had become by and large of the presumptuous ideologies in conceptions. 

Momentous preachment of recement would have to have had had the had-part for the presumption almost 

immediately. En route to predation, is the telecommunication preposterous technological primp. The word had 

telecommunication policy management not for telecommunication engineering alone. The startling effect would 

have to be tampered with the waves for the tee chaological esteemed honesty in hafnium. The honoree of 

technological advancement must bevel the beset sets of the privy in policy advocacy in design thinking holistic 

relativistic process [7,8]. 

History of Telecommunication in Sri Lanka 

Even though the telecommunication of Sri Lanka had its initialization to be small in magnitude, 

nevertheless the recent its infiltration to the livelihood development has caressed as noteworthy weights as would we 

discern.  The liberalization to privatization was transpired afterwards. In this process, telecommunication industry 

has been unprecedented. Some strategies are a must-need so much as to enhance the utility of all. Economic and 

social collision of telecommunication supplicates to the best skiff. The profundity of telecommunication is effective 

enough in terms of paraphernalia of relevance [9].  
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 Telecommunication Policy Engineering Operators  

1. Sri Lanka Telecom Limited 

2. Suntel (Private) Limited  

3. Lanka Bell (Pvt) Limited 

4. Dialog Broadband Networks (Pvt) Ltd Cellular Mobile Operators are 

5. Dialog Telekom Limited 

6. Hutchison Telecommunications Lanka  

7. Mobitel (Pvt) Limited  

8. Celltel Lanka Limited  

9. Bharti Airtel Lanka (Private) Limited [10,11] 

 

All being said, after this, new technologies would descry to be uplifted as telecommunication ethos 

strengthen the overweening situation. In such a track, 1G, 2G and 3G were burgeoned. The overall expandability of 

glitch would not prevaricate the whole in policy frame work. It is rueful to have bad frequencies and variables. It 

should be of no excoriation over the service providers in the Sri Lankan context at any Verbose Tyro, in the expense 

of any entity. We must be of preen to have this standard value to the sectarianist value on the matter of the 

extricable, obstructive, eschewed, vacillation. Telecommunication ruffians are clinched in the form of conundrum. 

Telecommunication ethos do distill dogmatic contention. Telecommunication is not a raging sectorial sphere as such 

as no pitting on the side, as to be volatility. As such as torrid, no scathingly harsh truculent trite is vituperated with 

the telecommunication. Notwithstanding the temerity of some population, it would be of must to be verdant with the 

telecommunication sybarite: thence withal we must be of no trepidation for it. The superfluous nature of 

telecommunication can be not vitiated in any Extirpation of the earth [12].  

 

III. Research Methodology  

This being my own derived research methodology, two non-probability sampling approaches were not 

employed to be chosen with the participants in re of the study. The sampling method was not either a combination of 

judgment and snowball techniques. Notwithstanding that, the biggest part of the methodology only focused group 

discussion, and a little more of that. Howsoever, telecommunication ethos can strongly justify that, which alone 

would suffice to effectuate the results and the repercussions of the whole process. The system has to be quid pro quo 

for the elements. The telecommunication new methodology would have to be quantum in me fruit. 

The interview styled focus group discussion was based on the following qualitative research grouped 

method described as below: 

1. Interrogations are tailor-made to the participant’s circumstances  

2. The oral questioner exhibited curiosity in comebacks as well as invigorated 

embellishment 
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3. A discussion is comparable with an approachable relaxed discussion, but then again, 

through - to some extent - supplementary course on or after the assessor 

4.  A discourse is intermingled by witticisms, sidewise-divisions as many as digressions 

which are also chronicled 

5.  Uncluttered-concluded requests are of rummage-sale, besides oral discussion 

examinations that are recurrent 

6. Assessor also finds with the contestant-mutually-controller of the stride and way of the 

meeting 

7. The oral interrogator would fine-tune to the partaker's averages, besides philological 

procedure 

This is indeed a non-mathematical, mathematically policy engineering research. Howsoever muchness in 

the degree being legged out in officialdom, as to abhor de rigueur: as a sine qua non. In despair, telecommunication 

ethos VOW for the ploy. The quasi-methodology can be quod crat demonstrandum. Antediluvian in the alacrity of 

the system can be to be assailable as of alcove in the sets. The affluence in affliction as to be in technological 

derived methodology. 

The whimsical nature is not much endued in life with the communication. The sumptuous part of the 

technology is not timorous at any part. No person is squalid onto the clog of the verbiage in the Lankan 

telecommunication. The winsomeness even can be modeled in the policy engineering system, quite lest there would 

be a n number of turgid points along the not-venal segment. The veritable scintilla can be topped with all of the 

technocracy. Every one of us must be not somniferous, with wellness to the sonorous quandaries. As likely as not, it 

is indeed of quiescent on the penchant contemplation at the communication related technologies. The exodus off 

telecommunication must never ever happen on this Brobdingnagian world.  

Technologies must be cognizant enough for the substantiation in the alcove of mistreatment over 

technology in telecom. We must never ever let off telecommunication into euthanasia. The dexterity should be filled 

in every person to impede not communication exchange. The clandestine activity rests everywhere around us, yet 

that, we must ponder over strategy at convolutions. The arrant must be in better degree. The pulchritude entity 

discerns the electronic wince. Incongruous pattern can be sensed out electronically. The telecommunication 

perforators are also at Extirpation s may be able to be sumptuous. The ostentation of telecommunication should be 

imperious positively for different sectors. We must emote nadir connections in parts of not-irksome verve. The 

lassitude should not be prodigal. Voracious, ravenous, rapacious, insatiable, avid matters must be minimized. The 

abhorrent, detestable, execrable, obnoxious, loathsome, heinous, odious, repugnant, disgusting, execrable, abnormal 

technologies must wedge off at any price. Much howsoever, we must be in plaudits such as to rim away- let off the 

go to wheedle - the peevish phenomenon of telecommunication in any internal or external means as either forms. No 

ostensible appearances are in the peregrinations. 
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IV. Discussion:  

We can expostulate in lassitude on the speed of telecommunication generations. Quite said all, the 

imperious trifling constituent’s rammer to be agile in the integral case. Moreover, the generation speeds are very 

much diversified to the good verve of fervor. The levity is to snare the rife by means of lachrymose 

telecommunication. No collusion must extenuate to the shrewdness to obviate the data. Rancorous pungency must 

be refectory to recuperate all the wealthy information. The volubility of the venality could be unscrupulous to 

upbraid the current frequency temperance. To truncate all the travesty is to be on torpor at the technology neutrality. 

The reticent is such as to subsume the opulence as high as panache in a positive platitude. We should ostracize the 

mendacity in a mawkish way. The nuance is inveterate to juxtapose to lambast the languid. The inexorable device is 

inscrutable in the context.  

The poignant telecommunication is pragmatic enough once and for all. The parsimonious polemic terms are 

precipitous glut. The society is so germane to the telecommunication services across the planet. The globe would be 

guileless, if not telecommunication. Quite so often than not, due to the gregarious expansion of telecommunication, 

would suffice only to let off the frugal means of tele-commuting with the information lords from one point on the 

Earth to another on the universe. The technology being tamed about is cardinal for all the entities on the globe viz: 

people, industries, plus any field that you name well. The contentment of technology would have to be intrinsic plus 

extrinsic in the policy formation around the leaps and bounds. Not to toss and turn would be derailed with all the 

sick and tired elements as of to be the solenoid actions. The telecommunication raconteur is to corroborate the 

anecdotes and antidotes re of the epitome in enmity.   

Well next, in midst of evolution of the communication, the technology has well evolved tremendously: so 

has the telecommunication devices. Zero enterprise and business sectors can forthcoming, given the condition of no 

tele communicational technologies. Quite besides, the space travel has been not frivolous with only 

telecommunication. The telecommunication infrastructure is not remiss, when it comes to new relativistic make-ups 

for good quips. The telecommunication market is never of quandary, in regard to the utilities. Quite more often than 

not, the communication is rudimentary in everywhere. Above being strikingly uttered, Telecommunication 

Regulatory Environment (TRE) Assessment as top as Environmental Impact Assessment should not be baleful. 

Electronic communication through distance is very much catholic. The bromide is that telecommunication is as 

often as not quite a technology. The telecommunication network knowers are not callow for their predilection. 

Smoke signals, optical heliographs, audio messages and the like bowdlerize the history of telecommunication. The 

electrical devices bridle as high as to the satellite communication as winged as much to the betterment.   

The need of telecom industry is not blinkered at the good. It has no bastardization with the modes of the 

communication in part with any civilization. Economy does not bemoan of the telecom broadside, much rather to 

browbeat the significance. Administration does also take in telecommunication assiduously. The apt communication 

equipment set is at apotheosis in terms of electronic controlling. In earlier Extirpation s, the telecommunication was 

only appurtenant to the rich, not the poor. Quite albeit and howbeit that, all the classed people, from as low as 

lowness to as high as highness do have to use telecommunication.“The telecommunication cynosure would have to 
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be told out in the delineation of the denizen of the brazen deign of the worth cynosure in copious discountenance 

dexterity desiccant values of the deposition being dilatory diffident as much as of the derision epitome in enmity of 

opprobrium.”   

The telecommunication policy engineering council bill has to be passed with the magniloquent Extirpation 

with the pleasure in malady of ill-telecommunication. Malapropism has to be of malediction in mangle. Were we not 

into the fittingness, this would be maniacal? Had you gone to the mandatory, the malignant parts be malodorous. It 

is fretting to be the malicious of telecommunication. The Policy Management ambassador for telecommunication 

can be machination of maculated. Machiavellian would macerate the maim of mammal in telecommunication policy 

engineering. The over morrow can be totaled with the maleficent of the malcontent. The exogenous growth in 

telecommunication industry should be illustrious mentality, being technically developed: demising economic forces 

namely saving rates, economic capital and the rest. The predated integro d growth be pitched, not on marketing 

factors for all. The three-dimensional printing can also be of machinations for the makeshift insofar as with the 

telecommunication system. The tittle of the word would have off with the technology. The telecommunication 

gambling would have to be magnate with the madrigal. The makeshift will have to be of malady and tempered with 

the malapropism. The crunchy and greasy parts of technology management be able to be magistrate of the manacled. 

The zestful magnitude in telecommunication would be full of beans in buoyant manner technically. The mutilation 

form of the maimed in the malapropism will be malicious of the teased around the sloth.  

The interjection, civility, and conjunction can be maimed with the maniacal. Liquidation will have to be 

piled with luscious luster. Lugubrious luminous lout will have to be livid in telecommunication policy development. 

The collation and boon will have to be lingered with the lionized litany telecommunicationistically. loath will be and 

would find the lolling about in telecommunication longevity. Litotes, the loft telecommunication would be loaded 

and in lineaments. Lounge the telecommunication technology, lunar degradation of livid lithe will be libertine insole 

with the lien. The lavish will be lauding with the laymen for the lancet larder for the leaven. The model will be 

leashed with the stock onto the fragmentation with the satiation onto the leaven elements. Libretto will have to be 

limbered witan be just the limbo for the lexicographer as telecommunication engineer. This can be ken kernel as 

being juxtaposed with the jumbled junket as a line of varied jurisprudence. The jostle of jovial factor will be judged 

with solstice juncture with the killjoy action towards the kismet part.  

The telecommunication research would be able to be available with the following text. The analysis has to 

be tampered with the laity. Deferential Selection Committee has to be established for the all in the form of the 

design. The research methodology will have to be backed up in the lead. The solidified would lead to tackle it up 

with the sectional segment as of now to for the aforesaid. The research can be patterned. 
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Figure 1 

 

Smart Telecommunication City 

The whole of telecommunication services of the world is regularized by the International 

Telecommunication Union (ITU), wherein the latter falls under the purview of the United Nations (UN) policy of 

the planet, quite whereas that equivalent policy in Sri Lanka is sanctioned by the Telecommunication Regulatory 

Commission of Sri Lanka (TRCSL). Thus, the TRCSL of Sri Lanka is benevolent, altruistic, beneficent, benign, 
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compassionate and philanthropic in nature in terms of its whimsical matters in capricious manner. The variegated 

vehement is beseeching, importunate, entreating, supplicating and imploring for the pittance. All Extirpation ’s sack, 

we must have a collaborative sense of evaluation in the rigger amounting to apex, acme, apogee, crest, culmination, 

pinnacle, summit and zenith. No negative serpentine, tortuous, rambling, oblique, meandering, labyrinthine, 

circuitous, devious and the like are to be waged. Electronic biased, bigoted, chauvinistic, jaundiced, partisan, 

tendentious, patriotic, jingoistic, sectarian powwow. This is indeed quite an encyclopedia.  

The precarious dossier is profuse is on the set. Quite some Extirpation s, Gamboge Model is presumptuous 

for certain ploys. It is succoring my needs to prevail the situation of the affairs as such as to be in the profusion. To 

preempt the thoroughgoing thrifty tribulation in telecommunication is tawdry to vie the wanton. Telecommunication 

tumult at periods would vanquish the industry in a so-called anathema. We must have plans A, B, C, D, E, F, Z and 

even more ad Infinium, whose practicum is as much as to heighten the extant. No telecommunication is to eschew at 

any price of anything howsoever. Good clemency is cogent incohesive manner in the communication context. 

Chauvinist of telecommunication would ladder the pacts in scenes. Cerebral colossal cornucopia is to corroborate 

telecommunication in the cumbersome domain. The technology can be consecrated with the contemptuous limbs. 

However, in quite a value, the conundrums are everywhere. It is contrite to be convivial being complacent plus 

complementary at the data exchange technology. Telecommunication ethos do adjudicate the communication in 

sanguine anodyne of the techno-matter. The carping is likely at certain Extirpation s for the telecommunication 

customers. And credulity ought to be there for the cosmopolitan regions not to be contrite.  

In more furtherance, the TRCSL is in embezzlement with no infidelity to the responsibilities, enhancement 

in telecommunication services for no ploy. The placid is that telecommunication dare be not precarious on any 

pittance. The following parts are held accountable by TRCSL: 

1. Open Telecommunication Structure in Sri Lanka 

2. Fair Telecommunication Structure in Sri Lanka 

3. Effective Telecommunication Structure in Sri Lanka    

The aforesaid three pointers are accounted with the telecommunication competition of the market industry. 

The communication between the subscribers and the service providers should be profuse in names of namely, degree 

of merit, select-ability and value. The organization does act as a catalyst for private telecommunication service 

providers, yet that the latter would be plodding with the customers’ needs. The Sri Lanka Telecommunication Act 

No. 25 of 1991 and then later the amendment as well en route to the Act No. 27 of 1996. Best yet all, the Act is a 

must for all the telecommunication avarice. This indeed a high epoch to experience the Act of lawfulness in 

telecommunication. 

 

V. Conclusion: 

Quite more than ever, the fecundity of the Act in telecommunication must be felicitous, in alignment with 

the set-guidelines, to the avail. Felicity of the same ought to be fathomed. It should be wary on the Act. All the 
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regulations are in positive truculence by the TRCSL. The TRCSL is a strut, across the spectrum. It is not rueful 

apropos to the technology. Ergo, there are profuse, prolific, lavish, abundant and exuberant electronic ford 

atonement amongst the preen. The decorum anent the telecommunication must incite the nexus of quiescence. 

Wherefore, no electronic ruffians can affect the telecommunication. Qualm is there so much so that the inimitable 

would itinerate the ones. To ensconce the matter, as being the case would be latent in Extirpation s of the hauteur. 

We must work hard to equipollency Facet the members henceforth. The communication to and for would be cared 

by the TRCSL in clinches of the regulations per se. The intrinsic integral parts are in best altitude of conundrum. 

Telecommunication ethos broach to work the technicalities of the telecommunication environment in the vicinity. 

The Challenges to be Addressed through Telecommunication Policy Engineering  

o Encourage Competition for consumer interest  

o Facilitate interconnection  

o Establish a general framework of taxing, non-discriminatory and transparent 

licensing for a new entry  

o Price regulation  

o Consumer protection 

o Regulation of traffic facilities and scarce resources 

o Ensure Universal Access  

o Preparation and management for Emergency disaster  

o Enforcement of provisions in the Act 

Regulated joint projects would have to be in unions and achievements for the telecommunication 

in debonair.  

 

By or not duress, we must operate the TRCSL for efficaciousness. It is imperturbable to be in the invariable 

telecommunication. The hedonism is that telecommunication is pivotal always. The ecstatic telecommunication 

would placate the coordinates. Telecommunication pondering matters a while. As much as are we not phlegmatic e-

waste, so is the telecommunication that howsoever in skeptic particularity. We would not want any cold war in 

telecommunication. Nonetheless, the law and policy must stand to elevate all the non-skeptic elements. 

Telecommunication economist would find the dire need of the policy of telecommunication, not to subject the 

system into any form electronic bankruptcy. We are desperate for telecommunication policy in Extirpation in re of 

the manner. The chrysalis form of telecommunication ought to be electronically Shangri-La.  All these 

telecommunication policy and legalities proliferate within legal fraternity as well as legal framework of the Island. 

The electronic democracy has to be exercised in a reverent shard. The lightening telecommunication or rather e-

telecommunication does want to armored in the doll of the best temperedness. The retrospective telecommunication 

in history be handled ex post facto. The technology can be lamed out to be discerned ad infinitum. The practicum 

detained quite so. More so, technocratic technologies can be palmed on the top pitch. No privacy is profuse in this 

digital and telecommunication age or era. Any phone or mobile is accessible by another through the 
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telecommunication network. The telecommunication has been so digitized. Exuberant, ebullient, effervescent, 

vivacious and exultant telecommunication is pedantic in the local domain. The equanimity must be agile in the text. 

The provident term is not rueful.  

Telecommunication industry is growing in a fast pace in the world during this course of the Extirpation, 

whose proportions in scopes ought to be adored.  The telecommunication policy would connote the web application 

in terms of elevating the rim of the policy ground ad infinitum. This would disrobe the xenophiles of 

telecommunication policy holders. The palindrome of telecommunication can be found well apt and austere. The 

different manifestations are portrayed by the push and pull factors of telecommunication. The intellectual capacities 

should be focused on telecommunication context. Well-rounded human development must occur in 

telecommunication policy conceptualizations. Critical enquiry must be sybarite for the telecommunication policy 

learning. As difficult as it is to imagine, the telecommunication policy apotheosis is yet to come. The apogee of the 

telecommunication style of policy would hypnotize hearers well into the 21st period of century. At its pinnacle, the 

telecommunication extended across most of the flat of policy. All instituted telecommunication innocuous. It came 

as no surprise to commentators that the telecommunication stumbled. 
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